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FROM THE DESK OF LINDA M. FLAHERTY

Leadership Group Looking Ahead
By Linda M. Flaherty, MS, PMHCNS-BC, Senior Vice President for Patient Care Services
As I write this, it is a glorious late spring day, with the campus grounds looking tranquil
and serene. While the outside grounds may look restful, it has been a very busy time for the
nursing department. You may be aware that the hospital divisions have been engaged in a
strategic planning process, as has the nursing leadership group. The strategic planning process
allows the department to set goals and priorities for the next several years.
Using the Strength, Weakness, Opportunities, and Threats (SWOT) framework, the leadership
group has undertaken a critical review of the current state. It has been impressive to see the
Linda M. Flaherty
energy and commitment of the workgroups in developing the blueprint for our next steps.
Below is a list of the workgroups that will be initiated over the next several months:
Workgroup to promote sharing of best practices across nursing units n Workgroup to develop a proposal for clinical
ladder program for RNs n Workgroup to develop preceptor program and new graduate RN program n Workgroup
for recruitment/retention n Committee with focus on nursing practice/quality
It is critical to have active participation from unit staff. Shortly we will send out a call for members for these workgroups,
including the workgroup chairs and proposed meeting times. Please be in touch with your nurse director/manager if you
are interested.
It is a very exciting time, and I look forward to working with you all.

CELEBRATING HISTORY
AT FINAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION MEETING
Reflections of Dr. Beverly Bartlett
President, McLean Hospital School of Nursing
Alumni Association
On May 19, 2018, a proud tradition
ended. For 136 years, there has been a
connection between McLean Hospital
and the graduates of the McLean Hospital
School of Nursing. For the last 50 years,
there has been no school of nursing,
but that did not diminish the alumni’s
desire to maintain the connection to
“our McLean.” With less than 150 alumni
remaining, it became time to close the
ABOVE Dr. Beverly
alumni association. It was not without
Bartlett.
sadness that we severed our formal ties
with McLean. Our alumni are proud graduates of McLean and
have strong attachments to their school of nursing. We were
pleased to hold our annual meeting in Pierce Hall. It brought back
many memories.
I have attended alumni meetings since childhood. My father was a
1939 graduate of McLean. He is the handsome gentleman playing
golf in the photo seen around campus. Back then, our alumni
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meetings were lavish and spectacular,
hugely attended, and filled with food and
dancing. However, the years took their
toll on the number of alumni attending
the meetings and people willing to serve
as directors and officers. I have humbly
held the position of alumni president for
37 years. My gavel has now been laid to
rest—yet our attachment to McLean will
ABOVE Attendees
continue. McLean graduates will always
of the final alumni
walk the halls and tunnels of McLean.
association meeting.
Perhaps you will catch a faint glimpse of us.
Reflections of Children of Betty and John Rideout,
McLean Alumni
Rev. Mark Rideout and Judy Rideout Brown
On behalf of my sister and myself, I want to thank the McLean
Hospital School of Nursing alumni for the warm welcome
and willingness to include us at the last meeting of the alumni
association. On a very personal level, we felt it keenly important
to share our parents’—John Rideout (Class of 1949) and Elizabeth
“Betty” (Andrews) Rideout (Class of 1947)—memorabilia of their
experience of nursing school,
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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and the impact it had on their professional
nursing careers. We were pleased to bring
written material, pictures, a nursing
student uniform (complete with starched
apron, cuffs, and collar!), all providing
ABOVE Memorabilia
a glimpse into a learning experience
provided by the
that forged so many warm and enduring
Rideout family.
friendships—by which we were blessed in
the know of so many dear people as our life friends growing up. The
program on that last day was surely well planned and engaging, and
the alumni association is to be congratulated in making provision
with the disposition of assets in support of nursing education and
research. Again, our sincere thanks for giving us the opportunity to
join you, as it helped us give our parents a presence in a place that
held great meaning to them both.
Historical Reflections on the Closure of the McLean
School of Nursing Alumni Association and Thank You
Kelly Carlson, PhD, Nursing Professional Development
Specialist
As a McLean newcomer, it was my privilege to attend the last
meeting of the McLean Hospital School of Nursing Alumni
Association on Saturday, May 19. Linda M. Flaherty, MS,
PMHCNS-BC, senior vice president for Patient Care Services;
Dr. Scott L. Rauch, MD, McLean’s president and psychiatrist in
chief; and Terry Bragg, MSLS, MA, McLean Hospital’s archivist
and director of Professional Staff Affairs, were in attendance to bid
farewell to the last group with a direct and continuous connection
to the original nurses training school. McLean Asylum Training
School for Nurses was the first of its kind in the world. The school
opened in 1882, under the direction of Matron Linda Richards,
the first woman to earn a diploma in nursing, and Medical
Superintendent Dr. Edward Cowles, who learned the art of hospital
administration during the Civil War. Of note, Linda Richards was
mentored in England by Florence Nightingale prior to returning
to the US and opening several schools of nursing. Fifteen women
graduated from the McLean training school in 1886, the same
year men were admitted. McLean has long been at the forefront of
progressive thinking.

psychiatric care by insisting on a level of competence and character
for those caring for people with mental illnesses. Through the
centuries, this tradition has continued with many former and
present McLean Hospital nurses at the cutting edge of mental
health nursing practice, education, and research.
As I spoke with alumni on May 19, I was struck by the myriad
career paths they had taken after leaving school. Many assured
me that their time at the McLean Hospital School of Nursing
had prepared them well for the future. Dr. Sonja Peterson had a
distinguished career teaching psychiatric mental health nursing at
UMass, Dartmouth, while Dr. Beverly Bartlett pursued dual careers
of nursing academic and bed and breakfast owner on the coast of
Maine. I enjoyed conversations with educators, business owners,
Vietnam veterans, nurse anesthetists, and one psychiatric mental
health nurse still in practice! Vera Dunkley was given a tour of her
old stomping grounds in nursing administration by Linda Flaherty.
The class of 1968 talked of receiving special phone calls from
Margaret Tibbetts letting them know the good news that they had
been accepted to the last graduating class of the nursing school.
I was surprised and humbled by the alumni association’s generous
donation toward nursing research at McLean. This will open
possibilities to keep the McLean Hospital traditions of nursing
practice, education, research, and innovation alive. In my office,
there are two out-of-print books by Ida Jean Orlando Pelletier
published in 1954 and 1961. These small books speak volumes,
reminding us all once again that we stand on the shoulders of
giants. The giants are all the McLean Hospital School of Nursing
alumni who generously donated to their association in appreciation
of the education they received. Here’s a big thank you to the
McLean Hospital School of Nursing Alumni Association! I hope
to hear more stories from alumni to add to this brief history and
reflection and to keep this historical connection alive. McLean
would not be the fine institution it is without the nursing school
students who have wandered the hallways and tunnels and those
who still do.
BELOW Attendees applaud Dr. Beverly Bartlett
following her final speech.

In laying the foundation for the school, Richards and Cowles were
greatly influenced by Dr. Thomas Kirkbride, who had opened
several psychiatric facilities based on principles of non-restraint.
At the same time, moral treatment was emerging as an organizing
force for care practices, and institutions were looking to attract
higher-quality personnel. This truly was the beginning of hospitalbased, mental health nursing as we know it today.
Establishing the school at McLean changed the landscape of
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KEVIN NORRIS, MHS,
RECEIVES JULIA
ALTSCHULE AWARD
For 2018, Kevin Norris, MHS, is the recipient of the Julia
Altschule Award. Given
annually to a mental health
specialist or staff nurse who
has worked at McLean for
two years or longer and who
exemplifies the highest level
of humane care for patients,
the award was established in
1980 by Mark D. Altschule,
MD, in memory of his wife.
ABOVE Kevin Norris, MHS,
(middle) with Scott L Rauch,
MD, (left) and McLean Board of
Trustees Chair Carol Vallone at
the Service Awards.

Lisa Tobio, RN, night
weekend charge nurse on
AB2, nominated Norris for
the award, calling him “an
incredible example of someone who exemplifies professionalism
and great compassion and kindness.”
Norris is a mental health specialist on AB2 North, the
Schizophrenia and Bipolar Disorders Program. He has a
bachelor’s degree in psychology, with a certificate in alcohol and
substance abuse counseling, and he is a licensed practical nurse.
“I feel very honored to receive this award, particularly when I look
around at all the people in the McLean community who exemplify
the highest standards of care and humane treatment of those who
enter here—it is truly a humbling experience,” Norris said. Awards
like this, he stated, “serve to remind us to continue to strive for
excellence in our day-to-day interactions with the people who
come to us seeking care. We are reminded that the person we are
caring for could be any one of us or someone we love, and we
simply need to ask ourselves, ‘How would I want to be treated if
the roles were reversed?’”

MAKING A DIFFERENCE:
MEG SHIELDS, RN,
HONORED WITH 2018
MARGARET C. TIBBETTS
AWARD
During the recent Nurses’ Day Conference on May 11, Margaret
“Meg” Shields, RN, received the Margaret C. Tibbetts Award
for Excellence in Nursing Leadership. The award, named after
the longtime director of the nursing school and of the Nursing
Department at McLean, is presented each year to a nurse who
exemplifies leadership in nursing, including advocacy in the
advancement of the nursing practice, teaching, and research.
Shields, who works at The Pavilion, was nominated for the honor
by Pavilion Nurse Manager Nina McCloskey, BSN. McCloskey
described Shields as “a kind, compassionate nurse” and a “gentle
and a very skilled RN, who is always willing to pitch in.”
Shields said she was “very honored and humbled to receive the
award.” Remarking on her love of nursing, particularly direct
patient care, Shields said, “I get a great deal of satisfaction
knowing I have made a difference in someone’s life or
quality of life. I never look for or expect anything more.”
On receiving the honor, Shields thanked Nina McCloskey along
with the nurses, doctors, community residence specialists, and
the entire Pavilion staff. “It is easy to keep your standards high
when you work with such an excellent team,” she said. “I feel
honored to be a part of such a great team at The Pavilion.”
BELOW Meg Shields, RN, receives the Tibbetts Award
from Linda Flaherty.

On winning the award, Norris thanked his fellow nurses for
their extraordinary leadership as well as his fellow mental health
specialists and the award selection committee.
In addition, Norris said, “I would be remiss if I didn’t mention the
namesake for whom this award was established, Julia Altschule,
a ballerina who developed a chronic illness for which there was
no cure. Between Julia’s bravery in combating her illness, and the
devotion and love that Dr. Altschule showed in his search for a
cure for her, I find myself truly inspired and honored to receive an
award named in Julia’s honor.”
The award was presented at the Service Awards ceremony on
May 16.
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Kelly Cuningham, MS, presents
her talk, “Statistics, Impact,
Strategies, and Resources.”

Jillian Aucoin, left,
with her mother.

Mona Shattell, PhD, RN, FAAN,
leads attendees in an exercise
in developing engagement.

SPRING NURSES’ DAY CONFERENCE
FOCUSES ON SUICIDE PREVENTION
Continuing its long tradition of offering twice-a-year
professional development opportunities, the McLean
Hospital Nursing Department presented its Spring 2018
Nurses’ Day Conference on Friday, May 11, in Pierce Hall.
The daylong program, titled “Preventing Suicide: The
Intersection of Public Health and Psychiatric Nursing,”
examined state and federal suicide prevention programs,
reported on national suicide trends and statistics, and
offered practical advice and training to nurses working
with potential suicide victims in clinical settings. In
addition, an attempt survivor told her compelling and
inspiring personal story to a full house of nurses and staff.
Statistics, Impact, Strategies, and Resources
The event’s first speaker was Kelley Cunningham, MS,
director of the Massachusetts Department of Public
Health’s Suicide Prevention Program and a member of
the Executive Committee for the Massachusetts Coalition
for Suicide Prevention. In her talk, “Statistics, Impact,
Strategies, and Resources,” she reported that suicide is the
10th leading cause of death in the US and the second leading
cause for people age 10 to 34. She said that Massachusetts
ranks near the bottom in suicide rates by state across the
country, largely, she explained, because of access to health
resources, funding for suicide prevention programs, and
tough gun laws. Still, she cautioned that suicide rates in
Massachusetts and throughout the US have been on the rise.
To address the problem, Cunningham offered several
suggestions. First, she called on everyone to change the
language we use around suicide. Using phrases such as
“died by suicide,” “survivor of suicide loss,” and “attempt
survivor,” she argued, can help change the conversation
around suicide and bring more dignity and respect to
everyone affected. She also advocated for a “national
strategy” to help attempt survivors and pushed for health
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professionals to receive more training on evidencebased approaches such as CAMS, DBT, and CBT-SP.
Also, Cunningham discussed the work of the Zero
Suicide initiative, a national effort focused on bringing
quality improvements to the health and behavioral
health systems to identify and assist individuals at risk
and improve outcomes. Finally, she told the nurses at
the event that they should be mindful of the stress and
difficulty of helping those facing suicide. “It’s extremely
important that in the work that we do we take care of
ourselves so we can help others,” Cunningham said.
Lived Experience
Cunningham’s talk was followed by a presentation by
Jillian Aucoin from the Massachusetts Coalition for Suicide
Prevention. During her “Speaking of Lived Experience”
presentation, Aucoin discussed her long, often difficult,
journey through the health care system. Now a certified
peer specialist at Advocates, Aucoin thanked the nurses
in the audience for their work in helping individuals
facing suicidality and those in recovery. She asked that
health professionals dealing with those in need take
care to “address basic needs, restore humanity, and
remind people that they have value in the world.”
Model of Engagement
For the afternoon portion of the conference, attendees
heard from Mona Shattell, PhD, RN, FAAN, department
chair and professor in the Department of Community,
Systems and Mental Health Nursing at Rush University
College of Nursing in Chicago. In her talk, “Model of
Engagement: Suicide Prevention on Inpatient Units,”
she focused on interpersonal communication skills such
as presence, empathy, and attunement. Attendees were
encouraged to think about ways these nuanced components
of communication are translated into their practice.
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HELP SUPPORT
NURSING INITIATIVES
AT McLEAN
Make a gift online at
givemclean.partners.org and
type “nursing” in the comments.
Or contact Leslie Kolterman
at lkolterman@partners.org or
617.855.2264 to discuss ways
to fund tuition scholarships
and other professional growth
initiatives for McLean’s nurses.

givemclean.partners.org

lkolterman@partners.org

A gift to McLean’s nursing
fund is a contribution toward
excellent patient care.

617.855.2264

McLean Hospital is honored to be ranked #1
in the country for psychiatric care.

McLean Hospital’s Nursing Network is published by the
Department of Nursing to focus on patient care issues and
approaches, and to showcase the accomplishments of staff
members. Comments and story suggestions are welcomed
and should be directed to:

Department of Nursing
Senior Vice President for Patient Care Services
Linda M. Flaherty, MS, PMHCNS-BC
Managing Editor
Kristen Kichefski, MSN, MBA, RN-BC
Nursing Professional Development Specialist

Nursing Network
Department of Nursing
Administration Building, c/o Stephanie Marshall
or email srmarshall@partners.org

Network Contributors
Scott N. Howe
Contributing Writer
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